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The Importance of Working Class History Month
By Jamie Sweeny

I

n January, at King's College London Students' Union, we'll
be focusing on the history and achievements of the working class around the world in the struggle to end classism
with our first ever Working Class History Month.
This is the first of its kind in the country as far as I am
aware and I am hoping it will be the start of Students' Unions
across the UK really representing the needs of its students
who come from a working class background, and fighting
against the existence of classism in Higher Education institutions.
At King's, and all London institutions, the issues we
fight for are often related to class and cannot, and should not,
be divorced from class. The lack of affordable accommodation, the lack of hardship and bursary support for NHS
funded students, a student loan system which fails to increase
in line with living costs, students and staff being paid less
than a living wage — all of these issues often affect those from
a working class background the greatest, and it is more often
than not that working class students who drop out or drop
degree classifications do so purely because they cannot finance themselves at university.
Working class students sometimes report experiences
of classism or snobbery due to their background1 and are
more likely to experience alienation as a result of the university environment being so markedly different from their
home lives.
The importance of holding a Working Class History
Month becomes ever clearer when considering that the coalition’s tax and welfare policies have transferred wealth from
the poorest to the better off,2 and the government continues
to portray those in receipt of benefits as scroungers despite
only 0.7 percent of the total welfare budget being lost via

fraud. And this is solely concentrating on the UK; when we
turn to the situation worldwide we see that the 85 richest
people in the world are as wealthy as the poorest half of the
world.3 And this is true at a time when 22,000 children die of
poverty across the world every single day.
By turning our attention to the history of the working
classes, particularly when the history found in our school
textbooks and academic reading lists is far too often told
through the lens of the ruling classes, we recognise the
achievements that the working class across the world have
brought to society and consider how the working class can
play a part in transforming society for the better in the future.
We are also given the opportunity to highlight the success
stories of our own students and alumni who come from a
working class background and look at how we can eradicate
the barriers for working class students to access higher education in our own institution.
Our activity groups and student media have some fantastic events lined up including Labour Society screening the
film Pride, LGBT society showing documentaries that look at
LGBT Working Class History, KingsTV undertaking a special
project looking at classism experienced by King's students
and Marxist Society holding an introduction to Marx's analysis of the class system to ensure that this first Working Class
History Month will be a great success.
In particular I am incredibly excited that the Politics
society have decided to devote this edition of Dialogue to
Working Class History in honour of Working Class History
Month. I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I have and it
inspires you to join the fight to end classism not only in our
society, but across the world.

JAMIE SWEENEY
is the Lead Officer for the King’s College London Student’s Union as well as the Vice President for Welfare
and Community.
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The Great British Class Survey: Divide and Rule?
By Jonathan Andrews

A

pril 2013 saw the unveiling of the “Great British Class
himself as “lower-upper-middle class” knows, stratification
Survey” – a radical new stratification system for British
within the middle classes is nothing new.4 5 I would, however,
society, and one which naturally generated much debate and
like to discuss what does appear to be entirely new phenom1
excitement in a country famed for its obsession with class.
ena – the disappearance of an “upper class” within the model
Within the survey, class is ranked according to economic,
into a far larger, “upper middle class” grouping dubbed the
social and cultural capital, with respondents being put into
“elite”, and the stratification of the working class.
one of seven classes: Elite, Established Middle Class, Technical Middle Class, New Affluent Workers, Traditional Working
This elite class bears no resemblance to the upper
2
Class, Emerging Service Workers and the Precariat. While
class of the traditional model, which in recent years has come
these classes don’t easily split
to have been identified with the
into the traditional, tripartite “Anyone who’s read George Orwell’s decla- top 1 percent of earners (or,
hierarchy of upper, middle and
ration of himself as “lower-upper-middle indeed, an even smaller group,
working class – as noted by the
such as the top 0.1 or 0.01 persurvey’s developers, they wanted class” knows, stratification within the mid- cent6), despite its name.7 This
the model to stand alone from
“elite” stretches to include the
dle classes is nothing new.”
the traditional class system and
highest-earning 6 percent of the
3
not merely slot into it – their positions can broadly be inpopulation, and is defined by having attended “elite universiferred. The latter three classes, for example – Traditional
ties” – not Oxbridge, note, but “elite”, a term which best
Working Class, Emergent Service Workers, and the Precariat
seems to refer to Russell Group graduates who have also ob– fall under what would usually be described as “working
tained private education. In doing so, the survey plays into an
class”, with the middle class also being split up into
increasingly common phenomena of the upper class’ invisi“Established middle class”, “Technical middle class” and
bility; where rather than attempting to justify their high
“New affluent workers”, sitting below the elite. I’m not going
status, they simply pretend it doesn’t exist, instead choosing
to speak further on the separation of the middle class into
to identify as middle class.8 Under the traditional system, the
threes – as anyone who’s read George Orwell’s declaration of
vast bulk of this elite would be considered middle class (or to
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be precise, upper middle class). While private education is
certainly not cheap, it’s also hard to argue that the entire 7
percent of privately educated pupils9 are wealthy, likewise
with the large number of students attending Russell Group
universities.9 As such, this new class acts as a cloak for the
super-rich to shroud themselves in. They might be millionaires and billionaires, but they’re defined by membership of a
class which requires a household income of £89,082 to join 10
– which, while far, far higher than the average wage, is still
phenomenally lower than the accrued wealth of those generally judged to be super-rich.11

“emergent” instantly characterises them as at the beginning
of an inevitable upwards journey, “waiting in the wings” to
become middle class. Based on their financial insecurity, low
savings and house value (the Great British Class Survey pays
particular attention to wealth, more so than the traditional
model) and their low highbrow cultural capital,18 they are
essentially a portion of the working class, but the term is
never used to define them; instead, they’re portrayed as upwardly mobile people who, aspirational or not, will eventually
“make it” into the middle class. Whether this is in fact true or
not – naturally, there is no guarantee of them doing so, and
economic evidence suggests fewer and fewer are actually able
Furthermore, “Traditional Working Class” is the only
to19 – they are still defined more by “emerging”’ than
class identified as working
“working”; defined by their
“Of
course,
the
working
class
in
the
tradiclass by name, and the surhopes of achieving riches, the
vey defines it so as to include tional sense is certainly not dying – in fact, if term “working class” considered
only 14 percent of the poputoo shameful to be associate
anything it’s growing…”
lation. Their average age is
with them.
66, far older than any other,12 and this class seems defined by
caricatures of what the working class of previous generations
In conclusion, while the Great British Class Survey has
were “supposed” to be like, rather than a balanced analysis.
generally been viewed as a politically neutral survey designed
Very few issues separate them from the Precariat – both mix
to better measure the 21st century UK class system, I’d argue
socially only with people like them, both avoid emerging culthere are other motives at work here – to disguise the superture, both are often cleaners and van drivers – besides the
rich, the system’s new upper class, by defining them as part of
fact that the Traditional Working Class generally own their
a middle-class elite, and to divide up the working class with
own homes, while the Precariat don’t.13 Are we really to asthe aim of presenting it as fractured and decaying. Had I
sume that the two classes are separated simply by their attimore room I would have loved to have delved deeper into
tudes to renting, or their response to the right to buy opporanalysis – exploring, for instance, the role of the precariat or
tunities from the 80s’ onwards? The excuse cannot be made
the new middle class divisions in greater detail – but even
that this class is defined by their tendency towards manual
without these added layers, it’s clear that the survey’s politics
jobs, because their job list is the same as the Precariat
run far deeper than its surface neutrality indicates, well(though the Traditional Working Class are, admittedly, more
hidden though they are.
likely to have a job), except for ‘care worker’ – a job the Traditional Working Class are likely to have but the Precariat
aren’t – which is generally defined as a service role.14 One is
left with the distinct impression that this “carving-up”, as it
were, was instead carried out with the principal aim of dividing the working class; making it only twice as large as the new
“elite” – who of course, aren’t super-rich at all – to minimise
JONATHAN ANDREWS
its quantitative importance, while also attaching the “working
is a third year BA English undergraduate at
class” tag to a class which, due to their age, is essentially dyKing’s College London, University of London.
ing out. Indeed, the survey itself refers to this class as the
“surviving rump” of the working class.15 Of course, the working class in the traditional sense is certainly not dying – in
fact, if anything it’s growing16 17 – but one cannot help but
think this class has been created to give the impression of the
working class as a dying breed, out-of-touch with the concerns of modern Britain, and soon to be irrelevant as they
cease to exist.
The characterisation of the “emergent service
worker” is also problematic; defined by their youth (they’re
the class with the youngest average age at 34), the term
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The Case of the Working Class and Higher Education:
Is university a gateway to social mobility?
By Eva Nelson

T

he access of British members of the working class to institutions of higher education has always been a central
debating point regarding the issue of social mobility. In 2013,
500,000 young British adults started university; 1 this was a
peak in a noticeable trend of increased matriculation, which
has been on the rise for the past few decades.
It is undeniable that there has been, in accordance
with the augmenting number of applicants, a breakthrough in
British universities’ social integration and mix of classes.
However, the socio-economic distribution of students is still
unsurprisingly uneven, and remains detrimental to most
young adults of working-class backgrounds, and leaves even
more destitute than before young adults without higher
education.
Social class unfortunately still generally determines
patterns of education and wealth distribution in the UK.
While, in the US, students from higher social classes are twice
more likely to enter university than those from lower social
classes, the separation we face in England is even higher: students from the higher social class are three times more likely
to attend university.2
Nowadays, the number of students with working-class
origins who have been to university is at its highest point in

6

decades, therefore we would expect to see a change in the
recurring pattern of social division as a result of higher education. This path is more and more tempting for students of
all backgrounds, but the inequalities regarding the distribution of students within universities are still ravaging.

“The socio-economic distribution of students
is still unsurprisingly uneven, and remains
detrimental to most young adults of workingclass backgrounds.”
The Sutton Trust, one of Britain’s leading research
centres of education, has made it clear through a number of
reports that the main issue for students of working-class
backgrounds is the financing of their studies. Despite there
being an accessible student loan system for all, the main contributions still comes from the students' families. Evidently,
parents with higher incomes invest much more in the education of their children than parents of lower-income backgrounds. Studies suggest that a students born to high-income
parents will have up to nine times more direct financial help
from their parents than those from low-income backgrounds.3 Consequently, the percentage of students who take
on a part-time job is representative of the percentage of
working-class students.

Furthermore, even though the numbers clearly show
that working-class students go to university much more than
they did a few decades ago, the harsh reality is that such
numbers are still minuscule in elite universities when compared to their richer contemporaries, in both the UK and the
US. In lower-ranked universities (such as former polytechnics), about half of the students are of a working-class background. Comparatively, in Oxford and Cambridge, less than
one in ten students is of a working-class background.4 Moreover, private sixth form schools sadly rule hegemony over
Oxbridge, with only “100 elite schools – making up under 3
percent of 3,700 schools - [accounting] for a third of admissions to Oxbridge during the last five years.”5

cation is one of the most important facing the new working
generation because of the increasing need for higher qualifications in order to get a job. Indeed, as 30 years ago less people attended university, there was also less of an imperative
for a university degree in the job markets. The latest Skills
and Employment Survey states that there are now more jobs
one can only have with a degree (from in 10 percent 1986 to
26 percent in 2012) than jobs which necessitate no qualification (which fell from 38 percent to 23 percent in the same
time period).7 This leaves a consequent percentage of young
adults, who are unable to attend university or specialized
schools, in a much harder position than the young people
from previous generations.

Unsurprisingly, these numbers are especially due to
differing academic results depending on the quality of the
secondary education of students, with about 73 percent being
a result of lower grades in A-level examinations. However, this still leaves
the case of more than one in four cases
of students from a working class background not being able to access elite
universities for reasons other than academic achievement.

In such cases, some students might feel forced into an
academic system which does not suit them. Richard Branson,
head of the Virgin Group, argued in a recent interview that
university shouldn’t be “the be all
and end all,” and that more prospective students should aim for apprenticeships and technical education.8
Asked about peer pressure forcing
individuals into getting a degree,
L.H., and J.C., also a first-generation
university attendee reading Chemistry at King’s, agreed that students
like them are subject to much more
pressure than wealthier ones, because the stakes of attending university are higher. The cost of a degree,
which has risen over the past few
years, reaffirms the uncertainty of
some students regarding their future
employment chances. One could argue that, statistically, it is
better to attend a Russell Group university in order to get a
good job, but paying the exact same tuition fee for a lowranked university could potentially be of much greater
risk.

A suggested answer to this issue
is that there is a lack of encouragement
and financial support of working-class
students, despite the British government investing more than £1 billion a
year towards social mobility through
education.
Another interesting factor, however, is integration.
Studies led across various national universities put forth the
hypothesis that an important factor in the choice of university
for low-income students is the aversion or fear of finding
themselves in an elitist environment during their university
years.6
I asked a first-generation university attendee from a
low socio-economic background to share her opinion on the
matter; she wished to be referred to by their initials.
L.H., a graduate student, argues in favour of the hypothesis stated above. In fact, she declined her offer for a
Physics MSci at Imperial College London, because she was
“turned off by the students she met there” during open days.
She adds that she feels much more at ease in King’s College
London, whose student body comprises of more than a quarter of students with working-class backgrounds.
The issue of rusted social mobility through higher edu-

In a nutshell, if demand for higher education grows
every year for students of all paths, the struggle that workingclass students face only gets harder. Behind the increasing
numbers of British university students still lies a number of
young adults of lower socio-economic classes who will struggle, more than ever, to find a place in a highly competitive job
market. More must be done to try and resolve such an issue,
not only for the sake of the working class, but for the safety
and stability of our society’s future.

EVA NELSON
is a first year BA Politics of the International Economy
undergraduate student at King’s College London,
University of London.
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Could the Working Class Save Our World?
By Will Hart

T

he working class is dead in Britain. Or rather, the industhe great and good of Russia and Arabia during Fashion
trial working class is a shadow of its former self. I could
Week. Non-domicile (non-doms) legally avoid a substantial
lead you to a call-centre where people are working below the
amount of tax for a fee of £30,000; which is peanuts for a
Living Wage on zero-hour contracts; but I doubt they would
multi-millionaire. Even Garry Barlow had worked out how to
fit your idealised worker complete with flat-cap and stoicism.
employ an accountant. This is the picture painted in Jacques
Most factories have closed and the number of workers in
Peretti’s series The Super-Rich and Us on the BBC, essential
trade unions has fallen from 13.5 million in 1979 to 6.5 milwatching if you can spare an hour.
lion in 2012, despite the population increasing. This trend of
de-industrialisation has occurred across much of Europe and
This was not always the case, in the 1960s Britain was
North America as globalisation has enabled manufacturers to
a much more egalitarian society. But the end began with the
move to countries with lower costs
oil crisis in the 1970s that lead
“There are more millionaires living in the to strikes and blackouts. In
and more lax labour laws.
UK than ever but also greater inequality 1979, Thatcher entered Downing
The upshot is that we live in
Street and introduced the manthan
ever
and
stagnant
real
wages,
so
the most unequal epoch of human
tra, “Greed is Good.” Trade unexistence. The world’s richest 85 where did the wealth trickle? Not down ions were confronted and depeople own more wealth than the
feated while the financial sector
apparently.”
bottom 50 percent of our species.
was deregulated in what became
In the UK, the disappearance of our industrial working class
known as the ‘Big Bang’. At last, those who worked hard and
did not expand our middle class, rather, it squeezed it while
innovated could be rewarded with their wealth able to trickle
creating an “under-class” – denigrated in the tabloids and on
down to the rest of society. Everyone could be a millionaire
TV as “chavs” and benefit scroungers. Meanwhile, inequality
and in the meantime, why not get a mortgage and indulge in
has grown in Britain every year since 2000. We at King’s Colsome consumer pleasures? After all, only a fool would go on
lege London sit at the epicentre, nursing a pint while admirstrike if they have a mortgage to pay. Britain’s industrial
ing the skyline of the greatest tax haven in the world, while in
landscapes grew quiet. Fast-forward to the present and for
Somerset House models parade £100,000 dresses in front of
most people this dream ended with the Credit Crunch in
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2008. There are more millionaires living in the UK than ever
but also greater inequality than ever and stagnant real wages,
so where did the wealth trickle? Not down apparently.
So far, quite dreary. Let’s change the subject.

economic interests), the political will is lacking. This is where
the working class comes in. During our industrial age the labour movement was not opposed to an economy built on fossil fuels, it just agitated for a larger share in the spoils. Indeed
the USSR — the ‘proletarian paradise’ — was among the worst
Climate change: 97 percent of climate scientists agree
polluters. However, in the post-industrial era the Labour
that it is man-made, the consequence of spending the past
Movement could ally with the Environmental Movement in
century burning fossil fuels which has insulated our atmosdemanding a new Green Industrial Revolution which would
phere in CO2 and other suspects. At Copenhagen in 2009 it
employ millions in building renewable energy sources, insuwas agreed that we, humanity,
lating homes and improving inshould try and prevent the Earth
“What is the relevance of the working frastructure. Since we live in a
from warming by any more than 2
democracy, if these movements
class in the 21st century? Potentially, they gained enough traction change
degrees Celsius. Some estimate,
could save the world.”
however, that at the rate we’re
would be forthcoming.
going the planet will become 4-6
degrees warmer. These alarming numbers aren’t just coming
Furthermore, the economic system – which involves
from Greenpeace, but from the World Bank and Pricewaterproducing goods in poorly built and very polluting BanglahouseCoopers (PwC). This will mean scenarios like Hurricane
deshi factories with underpaid workers, and then exporting
Katrina striking New Orleans could become more common
the goods across the globe in polluting container ships – will
and much greater in magnitude. This, combined with a growhave to be reformed. Globalisation may make your Nikes
ing population, dwindling resources and the current state of
cheaper, but is not conducive to a healthy planet or a fair sogeopolitics presents an apocalyptic vision of the future.
ciety.
Enough to make alcoholism and nihilism more attractive at
least. Luckily. we all agreed to deal with it at Copenhagen –
What is the relevance of the working class in the 21st
except the agreements were non-binding and more watered
century? Potentially, they could save the world. If ordinary
down than the Maldives will be in 2050.
working people refused to continue enduring the costs of financial and environmental irresponsibility by the top 1 perThe astute among you will be wandering what all this
cent, they could bring pressure to bear on their political elites
had to do with the working class? Well Naomi Klein, in her
to change the system. The change would have to be international, just like the response to the 2008 crisis was. The
change would have to be radical. You may be thinking that
overturning the global economic system is simply impossible,
however, history teaches us there are no immovable objects.
The British Empire disappeared in under 50 years, the Soviet
empire in under 5. You could be part of this change since you
are powerful as both a consumer and a voter. To bastardise
John F. Kennedy, ask not what your Planet can do for you,
but what you can do for your Planet.

new book This Changes Everything, argues that the solutions
to the aforementioned problems of growing inequality and
climate change could be the same. Klein argues that to tackle
climate change we need an economic investment and redistribution on par with Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal, or
the Marshall Plan, which reconstructed Europe after the Second World War. Considering our political elites were prepared to spend huge quantities of capital bailing out the
banks after the 2008 crisis, surely they will do the same for
the planet? Sadly not. For a myriad of reasons (mostly vested

WILL HART
is a third year BA History undergraduate student at
King’s College London, University of London.
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Globalization and the Commodification of International Labour
By Angela Buensuceso

G

lobalization has enabled countries to grow faster thanks
to access to international markets and goods. Such exchanges have facilitated the spread of ideas and methods that
can lead to developments that augment efficiency and productivity, and has also provided millions around the world
with the opportunity to obtain work through the outsourcing
of labour. It is without question that the globalization of our
economy has reaped benefits, yet despite the many great
things greater global economic integration has brought, it
isn’t without its caveats.
The opening of trade barriers and effective global access afforded to governments and corporations was made
possible through the Bretton Woods institutions and through
the creation of multilateral economic entities such as the
World Trade Organization. Created for the purpose of preventing future global economic crises and other salient political motivations, these institutions were entrusted with the
responsibility of investing in and protecting economic initiatives or overseeing trade agreements to ensure protection and
stability of national markets in an international arena. Although countries have engaged in international trade for centuries (one need only think of the merchants of Venice or the
Dutch East India Company), developments in technology
have changed the scale and ease of engaging in such business.
Greater global market integration was pushed forward by
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institutions such as the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank, and embedded in these institutions is the acceptance of laissez faire economics as the guiding principles for
international market exchanges.
Improvements in standards of living and of individual
rights were promised and expected, and indeed, we can credit
globalization for enhancing the living standards and life expectations of many all over the world. What globalization has
also resulted in, however, is the increased ability of those who
have to exploit the have-nots. To put it in other terms:
“Globalization forwards proletarianization and increasing
inequalities on a world scale.”1
The desire to engage in international economic agreements through the WTO, or in partnership with entities such
as the World Bank or the IMF can be easily understood; the
world’s most developed countries and wealthiest economies
are privy to such agreements. Engaging in the much-needed
international trade required for the acquirement of products
unavailable in the domestic market is facilitated through cooperation with these institutions and the countries that make
them up. As former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan once
said: “arguing against globalization is like arguing against the
law of gravity.”2 With the way the global economy is currently
structured, it seems that interdependence is indeed much too

embedded in the functioning of not only national economies,
but also international politics.
In the same breath, however, Annan emphasized that
the inevitability of economic globalization need not require
the acceptance of profit-seeking agendas: “we must make
globalization an engine that lifts people out of hardship and
misery, not a force that holds them down.”3

With the main motivational factor of the market being to generate profit, globalization has enabled the commodification of
labour on a much larger scale. With access to international
labour, international markets are now able to “erode domestic labour regulations through the back door”.8

The exploitation of workers overseas is unjust and
must be dealt with, but it is evident that the current economic
set-up has stopped yielding as many benefits as in the past.
It would be unfair to say Kofi got it wrong; many laDomestically, the increased costs associated with hiring fullbourers consider working in a factory to be far better than
time employees (due to the commitments corporations must
4
working in the fields. The promise of economic prosperity
make to insure the well-being of their labour force) have rehas resulted in a great increase
sulted in an increased numof global market integration; “What globalization has also resulted in, how- ber of zero-hour contracts,
every country today engages in ever, is the increased ability of those who have wherein employers need not
some form of international
be responsible for the wellto
exploit
the
have-nots.”
trade. But the neoliberal agenbeing of the workers’ health,
das of international economic
pension, etc. and have the
institutions often impose high interest rates, fiscal austerity,
power to terminate employment with little to no notice.
and trade liberalization – all to the benefit of the more develWorkers overseas are victim to unjust labour laws, but it
oped and at the expense of the lesser-developed economies.
seems that even in places where those laws are in place,
These can be seen through countries’ refusal to open trade
workers still suffer economic insecurity.
barriers on certain resources (to protect national markets),
and their subsidizing of agricultural goods (to decrease the
Globalization – represented in this article by the insticompetitiveness of developing countries), whilst insisting that
tutions and economic principles that have facilitated the intedeveloping countries abolish subsidies on industrial goods. 5
gration of international markets – has not only enabled govConsequently, access to international goods was made easier
ernments to shirk responsibilities to the domestic working
and cheaper for industrial economies, but developing econoclass, but its consequences in developing countries has led to
mies were left with the short end of the stick. The economic
economic crises and increased rates of relative poverty. Globcrises in Asia, Latin America, and the “lost decade” of develalization promised greater equality, but what we have seen so
opment seen in Africa in the 1990s – all these show that the
far is greater inequality. Amongst the many other mistakes
invisible hand theory that guides neoliberal agendas is not as
governments and economists have made in in the last half
compatible with governments and economies that have yet to
century, it is clear that the guiding principles and structure of
develop the institutions and controls necessary to have
the institutions through which decisions are made must be
greater market stability.6
altered if we are to realize the very possible positive effects
globalization can bring. For too long those with influence
The negative effects of globalization can be easily rechave allowed the mechanisms behind short-term successes
ognized in developing countries, but the working classes in
guide and thus cloud their judgment when comes the time to
industrial countries also suffer. Dani Rodrik speaks of a globdeal with the consequences of past decisions. The working
alization “trilemma” that argues that a hyperglobalized econclasses have come so far since the beginning of industrializaomy cannot coexist with state sovereignty and equality; one
tion, and their successes should not be overlooked. But our
aspect needs to be given up, and in most cases globalization
world has developed alongside the rights that have been
has resulted in less national democratic representation. 7 Dogranted to the working class. What globalization has now cremestically, globalization has undermined workers’ abilities to
ated is a global working class, and there is still much left to do
extract concessions from owners of capital. Ironically enough,
to end inequality and classism for those who build our econthe outsourcing that has created jobs for millions internationomy.
ally can also be credited for the loss of employment opportunities and employment insecurity.
The development of domestic labour laws and the protection of workers’ rights through labour unions were great
for providing security to the working class, but they made
production of goods in developed countries more expensive.

ANGELA BUENSUCESO
is a third year BA International Politics undergraduate
student at King’s College London, University of London.
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